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NOMENCLATURE 
A = cross-sectional area of tank 
c2 experimental entrainment coefficient (page 35) 
C specific heat 
p 
D = diameter of inlet nozzle or port 
H convection coefficient 
K = kinematic momentum 
k = thermal conductivity 
£ = height of tank 
ill = mass flow rate in column, ill (x, t) 
C C 
ill = entrained mass flow rate, m (x, t) 
e e 
m. mass flow rate entering top of tank, m. (t) in in 
m mass flow rate in column at X = 0 
0 
mT = mass flow rate in tank 
m mass flow rate from tank for use, ill (t) u u 
p = perimeter 
Q = volumetric flow rate 
T temperature in stora ge tank, T (x ,t) 
T = temperature of column, T (x, t) 
C C 
T. = temperature of inlet water 
in 
T = ambient temperature 
00 
u = velocity in x-direction 
V = volume of tank 
X = distance from top of tank 













= critical depth from top of tank 
= (T - T ) 
00 
= kinematic viscosity 
= dimensionless distance from top of tank, x/ £ 
= density 
= experimental constant defined on page 33 
dimensionless time defined on page 29 
= temperature of return or make-up water 
overall heat transfer coefficient for top surface of storage 
tank 
= overall heat transfer coeffic i ent for the bottom sur f ace of 
storage tank 
J = total momentum 
o' dimensionless critical depth from top of tank 
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The results of a combined theoretical and experimental study of the 
kinetics of a hot-liquid energy-storage tank are presented. A physical 
model is developed which accurately describes the thermal stratification 
behavior in a storage tank. The governing differential equations are 
developed for the physical model. A numerical solution to the system of 
equations is presented. Some existing models were examined and the pre-
dicted results of each are discussed. The concepts developed can be used 
to predict the thermal stratification behavior in a storage tank under 
most conceivable operating conditions. These conditions include flow 
configurations at the top and the bottom of the tank which both have in-
versionary tendencies. Inversionary behavior could conceivably occur in 
both the top and the bottom regions of the tank during a combined storage 
and usage mode which might occur at non-peak storage hours. Although the 
work was done primarily for the utilization of solar energy, the results 
are not limited to such application. The results are more significant as 
a contribution to applied fluid dynamics. 
(106 pages) 
INTRODUCTION 
Most of the alternative energy sources which have been studied 
(wind, tide, geothermal, solar, etc.) are not yet cost-effective. 
Some are not even energy-efficient. Their research, development, and 
construction consumes more energy than they will produce in their 
term of operation. Considerable research is being done on solar 
energy as an alternative to fossil fuels. In reality we are in error 
when we regard the sun as an alternative source of energy. Almost 
all known forms of energy are traceable directly or indirectly to 
the sun, nuclear energy being a possible, and to some a questionable, 
exception. Nature has harvested and stored the sun's energy in the 
form of fossil and organic fuels which we now enjoy. With the 
stored forms dwindling, we are looking to the sun for more direct 
and immediately available energy. Halacy [l] said, "Solar energy 
is free, to be sure. But the taking isn't.'' We certainly are 
finding this to be true as we try to harvest the sun's energy 
directly. Much research is needed in all related areas to make 
solar energy competitive . In the southwest, solar utilization looks 
good because the sun shines when it is needed most. For this reason, 
solar refrigeration seems practical. Unfortunately, when solar 
energy is needed for space heating in the North, the sun has gone 
south for the winter. This is perhaps the greatest handicap to 
solar space heating. 
Daniels [2] indicated that the chief limitations to the use of 
the sun's energy are economic rather than technological. Though what 
he says is basically true, further technological advances can do 
much to remove the economic limitations. With the present technology 
we are limited economically. The following research was done in 
2 
an attempt to understand some of the problems associated with thermal 
energy storage. It is hoped that additional knowledge and understand-
ing will provide the tools necessary to utilize efficiently the sun's 
energy for space heating and water heating. 
There are two main tasks associated with solar energy usage 
for heating. They are collection and storage. The intermittent 
nature of the sun and the constant nature of our needs makes storage 
very important. The storage problem has been somewhat neglected in 
the literature. The majority of the effort has gone into devices 
for collecting solar energy. Most of the published work assumes 
the existence of adequate storage facilities without taking concern 
for the details. Many buildings have been designed and constructed 
with hot water energy-storage systems. The major design criterion 
seems to have been the total heat capacity with little or no consid-
eration given the kinetics of the process. Though the heat capacity 
may be sufficient, the rate at which energy may be stored or removed 
may render the system inadequate. For space heating applications, 
a system designed to operate on a daily cycle with average weather 
conditions seems to be economically feasible. Lof [3] said that 
it is entirely impractical to carry the entire heating load 
with solar energy. The truth of this can be seen readily. The 
extra collection and storage equipment necessary to heat a house 
on extremely cold or overcast days would increase the capitol 
cost considerably, and the extra equipment would be used only 
a few days each year. There is an optimum size system for each 
geographical location. The model to be presented will aid in the 
design of the optimum sized system. 
The concentration of effort up to the present time has not 
been on the storage aspect of solar utilization. Most models to 
date have been quite crude. W.A. Beclanan and J.A. Duffie, with 
various associates, have proposed some simple models for describ-
ing the kinetics of a storage tank. One system proposed by Duffie, 
et al [4] models the storage tank as being an insulated cylinder 
of uniform temperature. Their justification is as follows: 
"Since thermal stratification of the stor-
age tank results in improved performance over an 
unstratified system and the degree of stratifica-
tion in the actual system is unknown, the tank 
was modeled as being at a uniform temperature." 
This model has two virtues; first, it is simple and easy to imple-
ment; and second, it gives conservative results. In another pro-
posed model, Duffie, et al [5] took into account part of the thermal 
stratification behavior. They discretized the tank into stratified 
finite regions, each having a uniform temperature. The incoming 
water seeks the element having a density nearest its own. While 
the first model was conservative, this second model is just the 
opposite. Density differences result from temperature differences. 
The temperature of the incoming water changes as it slips through 
elements of different temperatures. This change in temperature 
(and consequent change in density) is neglected, and actual re-
sults can differ significantly from predicted results. The 
temperature of the cool water at the bottom of the tank must be 
3 
known in order to predict the performance of a solar collector. 
Duffie's completely stratified model predicts that cool water will 
sink further than actual tests indicate. For example, water at 
75°F does not sink to the 75° level, but rather mixes with the water 
above and may sink only to the 110° level. This mixing partially 
destroys the stratification in the tank; and as a result, though no 
energy is lost, the temperature differential is less and the energy 
in the top of the tank is less available (lower grade energy). 
Consequently, much more time is required to store the energy and 
also to extract it for use. Consider, for example, a tank that is 
140°F at the top and 70°F at the bottom with a linear temperature 
profile in-between. Water at 70°F would return to the collector 
panel to be heated (see Figure 1 for an outline of the basic system). 
Suppose the tank were completely mixed. Water at the average 
temperature of 105°F would leave the bottom of the tank and return 
to the solar panel to be heated. The efficiency of the solar panel 
would be greatly reduced and would decrease as the water in the 
tank approached its maximum temperature. The results given by the 
actual, partially-stratified model would fall somewhere between the 
results of Duffie's completely mixed and completely stratified 
models. His completely stratified model predicts that the water 
leaving the bottom of the tank will be cooler than it actually 
is and that the water at the top of the tank will be hotter 
(its energy would be of higher grade) than it actually is. 
Duffie and Beckman have avoided the experimental part of the 
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Schematic of solar utilization system. 
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stratification in the tank. The purpose of the present study is to 
understand stratification behavior and to formulate a dynamic model 
that will predict accurately such behavior. This model should bring 
us one step closer to the feasible utilization of solar energy. 
6 
The following is a dynamic model which will predict the stratifi-
cation in a hot-liquid energy-storage tank under all conditions en-
countered in the storage and usage cycles. Although the work was 
performed primarily for utilization of solar energy, the results are 
in no way restricted to solar application. 
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CONCEPTION OF MODEL 
When possible, it is desirable to construct an apparatus and observe 
the phenomenon in question prior to formulating a model of the phenomenon. 
Because we are interested in describing the kinetics of the liquid in a 
hot-liquid energy-storage tank, and because the apparatus can be construct-
ed readily, a transparent storage tank apparatus was assembled and instru-
mented with thermocouples (see Figure 2). The assembly consists of a 
plexiglass tank, a variable displacement precision pump, and the necessary 
plumbing to control the water flow rates and temperatures. Figures 3, 4, 
0 
and 5 show what happens as dyed water at about 50 Fis introduced into the 
tank having a uniform temperature of 125°F. Notice that as the dyed water 
sinks, it has considerable turbulence . It was observed that not only the 
dyed water but also a considerable amount of clear water in the irmnediate 
vicinity of the dyed water sank. The amount of clear water that was en-
trained appeared to be much greater than the amount of dyed water enter-
ing the tank. Continuity indicates that the clear water adjacent to the 
sinking column must be rising to replace the water that was entrained. 
An initial temperature profile was established in the tank as shown in 
Figure 6. Figures 7 through 13 show a sequence of what occurred in the 
tank when a constant mass flow rate of dyed water at S0°F was introduced. 
The initial temperature profile used for the photographs in Figures 7 
through 13 was approximately linear. The water at the top was about 
130°F and at the bottom was about 60°F. Figure 8 shows the entrainment. 
Figures 9 through 11 show the sinking column leveling out at a position 
having a temperature of about l00°F. Duffie's completely stratified 
/ 
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model predicts that the 50°F inlet water would sink to the bottom with-
out interacting with the water in the tank. The very definite band seen 
in Figure 10 begins to widen in both the upward and downward directions. 
The clear water above and below the band indicates that no mixing is 
taking place, but rather these regions are slowly being displaced. 
The photographs shown in Figures 3 through 13 show very definite 
two-dimensional flow patterns. To formulate a model, it would be help-
ful to know if the variations in temperature are also two-dimensional. 
The thermocouples were placed horizontally to establish the existence of 
horizontal temperature differences. Tests indicated that in the clear 
portion of the tank, outside the sinking column, the total temperature 
variation across the width of the tank was less than one-degree Fahren-
heit. Additional tests also indicated that at the position where the 
dyed water leveled out into a band, the total temperature variation 
across the entire width of the tank was also less than one-degree. 
There did appear to be some mix ing in this band. The water in the clear 
portions of the tank appeared very calm and free of any mixing. The 
water in the clear part of the tank did not appear to be able to support 
the horizontal density gradients that would be caused by horizontal 
temperature gradients. From the trends that were observed, a physical 
model was outlined to predict the behavior of the liquid. 
21 
DESCRIPTION OF MODEL 
The proposed model includes an adiabatic free jet or plume entering 
the top of the tank. As the water jet enters, it mixes; and the flow 
becomes turbulent. The friction developed on the periphery of the emerg-
ing jet carries with it some of the surrounding fluid which was original-
ly at rest. The free jet is assumed to be adiabatic because the mechan-
isms of conduction heat transfer are so slow. The temperature of the jet 
does change, however, but the temperature change results from the energy 
brought to the jet by the entrained mass and not by conduction from the 
surrounding fluid. 
The storage tank is assumed to have only one significant sp a tial co-
ordinate. The actual behavior is three-dimensional (in the special case 
of Figure 2, two-dimensional), but only temperature differences in the x 
coordinate direction will be considered. As the tests discussed in the 
previous section indicate, no horizontal temperature gradients of signifi-
cance were found except in the region of the inlet jet. The storage tank 
is modeled as two separate parts. One part is the inlet jet, and the 
other part is the remainder of the tank. The two parts will be referred 
to as the column or jet and the tank. The vertical depth to which the 
inlet water sinks before leveling out will be referred to as o. So the 
inlet water mixes with some of the tank water and sinks to a depth o. 
Below o the water moves downward at a rate equal to the mass flow rate 
entering the tank. Above o the water moves upward at a rate equal to the 
amount of water that has been entrained in the jet, so that continuity is 
satisfied at all levels. At o the entire jet is assumed to enter the 
22 
tank so that below o the jet does not exist. The depth o is the depth 
at which the mixed jet has the same temperature as the adjacent region 
in the tank. Figure 14 show what is happening. If the temperature pro-
file in the tank were linear as shown, then the jet or column temperature, 
T, would approach the tank temperature, T, at the depth o. At o the jet 
C 
would enter the tank and displace the water below o by an amount m. ; and 
in 
the water above o would be displaced by an amount m, which is the mass 
e 
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Figure 14. Temperature profiles in the column and the tank. 
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FOR..1'1ULATION F EQUATIONS 
A differential formulation will give the desired partial differen-
tial equations. Consider first the column (see Figure 16). A mass bal-
ance yields 
mass entering the top 








Considering the conservation of mass, the additional mass leaving the 
bottom must have been convected or entrained from the tank. Thus, 
mass convected from tank= 
An energy balance yields 
energy convected in the top = 
energy convected in the 
energy convected out the bottom 
side = C 
. 






C m T 
p C 
a~ 




T + a (~ T) dx] 
C ax C C 




T __ c 
ax 
(1) 
Note that the thermal inertia of the column has been neglected. It is 







(a) Mass balance 
dx 
c m T 
p C C 
--+---c 
c [~ T + ~ (~ T) dx ] 
p C C ax C C 
(b) Energy balance 
. 
am 





T _c_ dx 
ax 
Figure 16. Differential formulation for the column. 
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27 
A similar analysis of the tank portion of the differential element 
yields its governing equation (see Figure 17). The mass balance yields 
mass entering the top=~ 
mass leaving the bottom 
mass leaving the side 
. 
. a~ 
= (mT + ~ dx) 
. 
a~ 
" dx ox 
Vertical conduction is allowed in the tank and, though it is hoped the 
tank would be well insulated, a convection loss to the surroundings is 
accounted for. An energy balance yields 
energy conducted in the top 
energy conducted out the bottom 
= -kA c)T 
ax 
energy conve c ted in the top= cp mT T 
energy conve c ted out the bottom= cp [~ T + ~x (~ T) dx] 
energy conve c ted out the side 
a~T 
-cp T ~ dx 
energy lost by convection to the surroundings = HP dx (T - T) 
00 
energy within the element= pA c T dx 
p 
Equating the net energy entering the control volume to the time rate 
of change of the energy within the control volume and simplifying yields 










-c T -- dx 
p dX 
(b) Energy balance 
. 
• amT 
(~ + ~ dx) 
Figure 17. Differential formulation for the tank. 
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dx 
-~- HP dx (T - T) 
CX) 
29 
If the second term is expanded, the equation can be reduced still further. 
The result is 




Equation (2) is valid both above and below o. At o the tank temperature 
is equal to the column temperature, i.e., T = T . 
C 
Equations (1) and (2) can be put in a dimensionless form by making 




where £ is the total height of the stora ge tank. Define a dimensionless 
time T such that 
T = 
where m is the mass flow rate entering the top of the storage tank from 
0 
the solar panel and Vis the total tank volume. Define a new temperature 
8 such that 




is the temperature of the immediate surroundings to which the 
insulated storage tank is exposed. Note that the new temperature is not 
dimensionless. To non-dimensionalize the temperature in the tank a good 
reference temperature is needed. The application will provide the best 
reference temperature. Since 8 will appear in each term in equation (2) 
non-dirnensionalizaing 8 is not critical. Substituting the above variable 
changes into equation (2) yields the following equation: 
V ,,28 {:t e ) a 






Additional work will be done before equation (1) is non-dimensionalized. 
Both equations (1) and equation (2) contain mass flow rates which 
. . 
have been ignored to this point. Both mT and me are functions of x and 
for variable inlet mass flow rates they are also functions of time. The 
mechanics of the jet next will be discussed. With the jet behavior known, 
all needed mass flow rates can be obtained. 
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DESCRIPTION OF JET 
The water which enters the top of the storage tank has some momen-
tum associated with it. In addition, the entering jet may have a body 
force on it due to the relative density difference between the water in 
the column and the water in the tank. As a result, velocity profiles are 
established between the incoming jet and the initially static water in 
the tank. The friction developed on the periphery of the emerging jet 
carries with it some of the surrounding fluid which was originally at 
rest. A pattern of streamlines similar to those shown in Figure 18 
would be developed. The influence of friction causes the jet to spread 
outwards in the downstream direction. There are two main frictionally 
caused processes which account for the spreading of the jet. First, fric-
tion tends to slow the jet down; thus, continuity considerations require 
that for an incompressible fluid, the cross-sectional area must increase. 
Second, friction entrains some originally stationary fluid into the jet. 
The question to be answered is how much mass is entrained in the jet? 
This is one of the classical fluid dynamics problems. Some aspect of free 
jets, plumes, or entrainment has been discussed in almost every volume of 
the Journal of Fluid Mechanics from the time of the journal's inception to 
the present [10), [15), [16), [17). Earlier in this century such men as 
Herman Schlichting [6], W.G. Bickley [7], and W. Tollmien [8] solved parts 
of the problem. After imposing several simplifying restrictions, Bickley 
showed that the governing equations for a two-dimensional jet are integre-
able in closed form. As he states, exact solutions of Prandtl's boundary 
layer equations are rare. Years later Albertson, et al [9] described 
32 
X 
Figure 18. Streamlines and velocity profiles for jet. 
33 
the behavior by approximating profiles with Gaussian distributions. 
Gaussian profiles are still used by some authors. Much work has been 
done on entrainment in buoyant plumes, but solutions become much more 
complex when the surrounding medium has temperature stratification rather 
than uniformity (Morton, et al [18}, Fan [19]). For simplification, the 
present work neglects the effect of temperature differences on entrain-
ment rates. In 1961, Ricou and Spalding developed an ingeneous method 
for measuring actual entrainment rates. Most of the recent work has been 
purely experiemental. 
Early in the progression, H. Schlichting [11] had compiled solu-
tions of one sort or another for the circular and two-dimensional free 
jets for both laminar and turbulent flow. These may be found in his 
latest edition of "Boundary-Layer Theory". For the laminar case he in-




Q = 3.3019 (Kvx) 3 
Q = 8 'TT\)X 
where K is the kinematic momentum and vis the kinematic viscosity. For 
the turbulent case his velocity profile can be integrated to give 
1 
Two-dimensional Q = [3Kx] 2 
cr 
where cr is an experimental constant found by Reichardt [12] to have 7.67 
as its numerical value. Schlichting derives the flow rate for the cir-
cular turbulent free jet to be 
Q = .404 ~ 
See Appendix A for a complete derivation of the above four flow rates. 
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One should note that at x = 0, all of the above expression predict 
that the jet has no mass flow rate. This (x = 0) is a line of singulari-
ties for the solution. Bickley states that the occurrence of such a line 
is a common feature of the solutions of boundary layer equations and can 
2 2 
be traced to the omission of the term au/ax from the equations of motion. 
He also states that the omission of such a term is equivalent to the ne-
glect of conduction or diffusion against the stream. He indicates, how-
ever, that the solution is adequate for moderate and large values of x. 
Schlichting [11], when discussing the simplifications made, states 
that it is assumed for simplicity that the slit (for the two-dimensional 
jet) is infinitely small; but in order to retain a finite momentum as well 
as a zero volume flow, it is necessary to assume an infinite fluid vela-
city in the slit. Abramovich [13] discusses the initial region, or the 
region near x = 0, where the slug flow is going through a transition and 
becoming fully developed boundary layer flow; but unfortunately he does 
no more than discuss it. 
In the case of thermal energy storage, a finite flow rate and a 
finite velocity exist at the inlet. The singularity problem encountered 
in Schlichting's (11] equations must be resolved. Squire [14] did some 
interesting work related to the flow configuration in question. He shows 
that the flow may be regarded as that resulting from the application of a 
force applied at a point in a viscous fluid which is at rest at infinity. 
This tends to give support to the thought that an adequate solution to 
the storage problem might be obtained by merely 'adding a finite inlet 
mass flow to Schlichting's (11] results. 
In 1971, B.J. Hill (15] did some very helpful work. Using a novel 
method, which is an adaptation of the porous-wall technique used by Ricou 
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and Spalding [10], Hill measured the local entrainment rate in the init-
ial region of an axisymmetric turbulent jet. The mass flow rate of the 
jet was observed to increase linearly with axial distance according to 
the relation, 
where ID is the 
0 




mass flow rate 
the nozzle, and 
stant. Hill plots the value of 
(4) 
of the jet at the -nozzle, PS is the density 
c2 is an experimentally determined con-
c2 as a function of x/D. Figure 19 
shows the functional relationship which he found. In the fully developed 
region, c 2 was found to be .32, where fully developed flow begins at 
about 13 diameters from the nozzle. Notice that even down to five dia-
meters the entrainment coefficient is still near .30. 
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is assumed to be constant at .32, and the density ratio 
assumed to be unity, then equation (4) can be integrated to give the 
mass flow rate in the column as 
X 




where the boundary condition m = m at x = 0 has been imposed. Schlich-
c 0 
ting's [11] comparable solution is 
Q = .404 /ix 
which can be changed to a mass flow rate as follows: 
2 mo 
m = pQ = .404 ( r:;;) - X 
C yTT D 
(6) 
2 mo 
where K was replaced by----
TT pD 
K can be determined from its definition 
-+= 
K = ~ = L 2 u dy = constant 
J being the total momentum in the x-direction. Equation (6) can be 
simplified to the form 
Hill's solution is 
X 
m = m (.46 -D) 
C 0 




Equation (5) is quite similar to equation (7). One difference is the 
experimental constant (.32 as compared to .46), not a tremendous differ-
ence. The significant difference is the value of m at x = 0. This means 
C . 
that if the inlet mass flow rate m were added to Schlichting's solution, 
0 
it would be of exactly the same form as Hill's solution. In light of 
the above discussion, equation (4) will be used as the differential equa-
tion governing the rate at which mass is laterally entrained into the 
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circular jet. Similar results can be obtained for the two-dimensional 
jet by using equation A-29 to determine the mass entrainment rate. 
A note at this point is necessary regarding equation (4) as it 
applies to the solar energy storage problem. Implicit in equation (4) 
is the fact that the inlet mass is introduced into the tank in the axial 
direction. This is not the optimum direction for maximum stratification. 
During most of the storage cycle the water entering the top of the tank 
is hotter than any liquid in the tank. Under this condition it is very 
important (for maximum efficiency of the tank and collector panel) that 
no mixing take place. An axial jet would oppose the natural stratifica-
tion tendencies (depending on its inlet velocity) and impinge on the 
cooler layers some distance from the top, causing end entrainment and 
mixing similar to that described by Baines [16). It is desirable to 
introduce the hot water from the solar panel in the horizontal direction 
at a very low velocity. In the afternoon when the radiation from the 
sun is decreasing, or when the sun is temporarily hidden by clouds, the 
water entering the top of the tank may be hotter than the water leaving 
the tank (returning to the solar panel) but cooler than the water at the 
top of the tank. Under this condition it is desirable to have the cooler 
water sink to its appropriate level with as little interaction as possi-
ble. This would indicate that the water should be introduced at the top 
in an axial direction. It is better, however, to sacrifice efficiency 
at the non-peak hours that occur in the late afternoon than to do so in 
the morning and early afternoon. Thus, it is best to introduce the inlet 
water horizontally at a very low velocity. Because the momentum source 
implied in equation (4) is entering the tank vertically and it is desired 
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that the momentum source enter horizontally, equation (4) must be modi-
fied or some justification must be given for its continued use. To 
modify the equation would require the momentum source to be replaced by 
an equivalent buoyant force. To promote stratification, it is desired 
to maintain moderate velocities. At moderate velocities it has been 
observed that the horizontal inlet jet maintains its integrity (because 
of the laminar nature of the flow) as well as its constant cross-section-
al area as it bends vertically downward under the influence of the buoy-
ant forces. This 90° turn occurs very rapidly. After the bend has been 
made, the flow becomes turbulent. In the laminar region of the bend, the 
velocity appears to be quite constant. For the above reasons, it is 
quite satisfactory to assume that the turbulent jet begins after the 
90° turn has been completed and to apply equation (4) to the jet from 
that point on. For higher velocities this assumption breaks down, but 
it should be remembered that high velocities can cause complete mixing 
in the tank and should be avoided in practical applications. 
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COMPLETE FORMULATION 
The complete set of differential equations which govern the model 




c2 --= dx 
. 1 dm 












= m m - m 






where m is the hot water usage rate. It should be noted that ID is 
U C 
equal to zero below 6, where 6 is the value of x where T (x, t) = 






m = ID at x = 0 
C 0 
T = T. at x = 0 
C 1n 
at X = 0 
at X = £ 
Of course, one must also know the initial temperature profile in the 
tank, T (x, 0). The above system of differential equations can be simp-
lified, though in the present form they are readily programmable. The 
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simplifications are similar for both the circular jet and the two-dimen-
sional, but since the applicability of the two-dimensional jet is quite 
limited, only the circular jet development will be considered further. 
Substitution of equation (10-a) and its integrated form, equation 
(5), into equation (9) yields 
The~ in equation (8) is not a particularly meaningful term. It repre-
sents the actual entrained flow rate (as a function of x) within the 
tank and can be replaced by boundary conditions. Above x = o, can 
be replaced by(~ - ~ - ~ ); and below o, it can be replaced by 
0 U C 




m +m <D) oT HP oT [ u 0 (T - T ) a--+ (pAc) = 
ax
2 pA ax CX> cit 
p 
(13) 





oT HP clT u 0 (T - T ) a--+ 





At this point it is not helpful to non-dimensionalize the tempera-
tures because an appropriate reference temperature is lacking. Such a 
temperature would come from the particular application. If the storage 
tank is used with a solar panel, an excellent reference temperature might 
be TP , which is the maximum steady-state solar-panel temperature that max 
would be reached if the transport fluid in the panel were stopped and 
all incoming energy were forced to be re-radiated back to the environment. 










m - m 
clT ( HP• clT --+ ( u 0) a~ - ) (T - T ) =-m ,R,2 a~2 C Am 00 dT m 
0 0 p 0 
(17) 
The boundary conditions are 
U A clTT 
(~ - ~ ) (T. - T ) + ~ (Tt - T ) kA 0 0 -----= at X = 
C 0 l.n t C 00 C 1 d~ p p 
at ~ = 1 
T = T at ~ = 0 
C in 
The initial temperature profile T (~, O) must also be known. 
In general, the system of equations is non-linear and no Eigenvalue 
solution is possible. Under certain very restricted conditions a series 
solution might be possible but the analytic boundary conditions that 
would be required greatly limit the applicability of the solution. For 
maximum flexibility a numerical solution is preferred. The numerical 
scheme used for experimental correlation is contained in Appendix B. 
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RESULTS 
A forward difference scheme was progrannned in FORTRAN on a Bur-
roughs 6700 computer using the Burroughs command and edit language. The 
programs used to obtain the theoretical results for correlation with the 
experimental data are listed in Appendix B. The results of this study 
will be presented in four sections: Test I, Test II, Test III, and Con-
clusion. The first three sections will compare experimental data with 
the predictions of the present model and previous models for various con-
figurations. Both a circular tank (see Figure 20) and a two-dimensional 
tank (see Figure 2) are used in the comparison so that the effects of 
both circular and two-dimensional jets can be examined. 
On the figures that follow, the results of the completely mixed 
model discussed by J.A. Duffie and W.A. Beckman are labeled "mixed." 
The results of their completely stratified model are labeled "stratified." 
The results of the present model are labeled "partially stratified". All 
experimentally determined data points are shown as small circles. 
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Fi gure 20. Circular storage tank asse mbly. 
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TEST I 
A two-dimensional tank was used for Test I. The tank was 12-inches 
high, 9-inches wide, and 2½ inches deep. Water at S0°F was introduced 
into the storage tank. 
. 
The mass flow rate m was maintained constant at 
0 
8.76 lbm/hour. The initial temperature profile in the tank is shown in 
Figure 21. The temperature fluctuations were monitored and recorded on 
a twelve channel recorder. The initial conditions and the boundary con-
ditions from the experiment were used as input for the numerical solution 
scheme. Figur ·e 22 shows how the present theoretical model predicted that 
the temperature profile in the tank would change with time. For this 
particular numerical solution, a convection coefficient for the uninsu-
2 lated vertical walls was assumed to be 2 Btu/hr ft F. The energy that 
was stored in the walls was neglected. Figures 23 through 28 show how 
the theoretical results compare with the acutal data. Notice that the 
correct trends are present. 
Additional numerical solutions were obtained neglecting the energy 
lost to the environment. While the temperature error was found to be 
very slight ' for short periods of time, for longer periods of time the 
accumulative error was significant. The error caused by neglecting en-
vironmental losses for the configuration and time shown in Figure 28 
is about S°F. The assumed convective coefficient of 2 Btu/hr ft
2 
°F 
was chosen slightly high to account partially for the evaporation oc-
curring on the continually damp tank surface. But, as additional 
tests indicated, the solution was not very sensitive to the convec-
tive coefficient. 
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Figure 22. Predicted temperature variation with time 
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Figure 23. Comparison between predicted results and experimental 
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Figure 25. Comparison between predicted results and experimental 
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Figure 26. Comparison between predicted results and experimental 
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Figure 28. Comparison between predicted results and experimental 
data for Test I (time= 12 minutes). 
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TEST II 
A circular tank having a circular inlet port was used for Test II. 
The tank was 10½ inches high and 8½ inches in diameter. Water at 52°F 
was introduced into the storage tank. The mass flow rate m was maintain-
o 
ed at 22 lbm/hour. The initial temperature profile in the tank is shown 
in Figure 29. The temperature fluctuations were again recorded. Compat-
ible with the geometry and flow conditions, a numerical solution was 
generated. Figure 30 shows how the present model predicted that the 
temperature profile in the tank would change with time. The circular tank 
was not insulated, so again a convection coefficient of 2 Btu/hr ft
2
°F 
was assumed. The environmental temperature was 70°F. The energy stored 
in the walls was neglected. Figures 31 through 36 show how the theoreti-
cal results compare with the actual data. Again the correlation is very 
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Figure 34. Comparison between predicted results and experimental 
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Figure 36. Comparison between predicted results and experimental 
data for Test II (time= 12 minutes). 
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TEST III 
The two-dimensional tank shown in Figure 2 was used for Test III. 
The mass flow rate was maintained constant at 13.2 lbm/hour, but the in-
let temperature was allowed to vary in an approximately sinusoidal manner. 
The tank initially had a uniform temperature of 55°F. The inlet temper-
ature was changed from 55°F to 140°F and then back to 55°F as shown in 
Figure 37. The temperature fluctuations were monitored and recorded. 
The initial conditions and the boundary conditions for the experiment 
were used as in pu t for the numerical solution. The side walls of the 
tank were assumed to be at the same temperature as the adj a cent water, 
and the energ y that was stored in the walls was account e d for. A f ree 
convection coefficient for the uninsulated vertical walls was assumed to 
2o be 2 Btu/hour ft F. Figures 38 through 46 show how the theoretical re-
sults compare with the actual data. Notice that the correct trends 
occur in the results of the present model. The results of the prese nt 
model coinside with the results of Duffie's completely stratified model 
as long as the inlet water is hotter than the water at the top of the 
tank. As the inlet temperature begins to decrease, the present model 
still follows the proper trends, but the completel y stratified model does 
not. Figures 43 through 46 show the difference. 
Additional numerical solutions were obtained assuming a linear 
temperature profile in the side walls rather than a constant profile. 
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Figure 37. Inlet temp era ture variation. 
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Figure 41. Comparison between predicted results and 
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The purpose of the present work was to improve the modeling capa-
bilities associated with a hot-liquid energy storage tank. The model is 
not intended to give conservative results, but rath er it is intended to 
be a modeling improvement from a best-estimate viewpoint. Those who 
have written most extensively on solar energy usage, and specifically 
thermal energy storage, recognize that the existing models are quite 
simple and can not adequately describe the mix in g phe nomenon that occurs 
in a storage tank. The results of two existing models have been pre-
sent ed and compa red with experiment al da t a. The completely mixed model 
was observed to give conservative results. There was always more energy 
in the tank than the mixed model predict ed. The results of the complete-
ly stratified model were found to be in adequate as t h e inlet water t emp-
er a ture dec r eased (see Fi gu r e 46) . As the inlet water temperature de-
creases below the temperature at the top of the tank, an inversion must 
take place which cannot be described adequately as a complete slip as 
proposed in the completely stratified model. The cooler in l et water 
will not sink or slip to the level of corresponding density, but rather 
it will interact with the surrounding water, with energy and momentum 
being transferred. Writers are aware of certain deficiencies; but for 
lack of anything of equivalent simplicity which better describes t he 
phenomena, they choose to use either the completely mixed or the com-
pletely stratified model. 
With the aid of a little theory of free-jet entrainment, the pre-
sent model is able to adequately describe the tank mixing that occurs, 
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without significantly increasing the complexity beyond that of the com-
pletely stratified model. The proposed partially stratified model de-
generates to the completely stratified model if the entrainment term in 
the differential equation is set to zero. As can be seen from all of 
the preceeding test results, the addition of the entrainment term great-
ly improves the results. 
All of the preceeding model results show, when compared with test 
data, that the proposed partially stratified model describes the proper 
trends. There are also, however, slight deviations from test data in 
all cases. There are many reasons for these deviations, none of which 
are felt to be of great consequence. The only two phenomena which have 
caused concern are first, the results of both the completely stratified 
model and the partially str atifie d model appear to have slightly higher 
temperatures than the actual test data show; and second, in the region 
where the sinking column levels out in the tank, the test data show 
a steeper temperature gradient than either of the stratified models pre-
dicts. There are two things which can account for the slightly higher 
temperatures. First, the mass flow rate of the test system was deter-
mined using a volume flow rate in conjunction with water property tables 
rather than using an actual mass flow rate measurement. The hot water 
from the source used in the experiment had very small air bubbles sus-
pended in it. This gave the hot water a milky, opaque appearance. A 
deviation would result because the water density obtained from the 
thermodynamic tables used to convert the measured volume flow rate to a 
mass flow rate did not account for the suspended air bubbles. Some of 
these bubbles can be seen in Figures 3 through 13 as they adhered to 
the tank wall surface. The model solution assumes pure water. Thus, 
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the energy equation of the model would predict higher temperatures than 
the test data. The energy per volume of water is much greater than the 
energy per volume of air. The second and probably most significant 
cause for the higher model temperatures is that there was energy lost 
from the water to the containment and surroundings which was only par-
tially accounted for in the models. The evaporation and convection from 
the continually damp outer surfaces of the tank and plumbing and also 
certain related losses were too involved and of too little significance 
to receive more than a crude treatment. The losses were compounded by 
the geometry of the tank apparatus. The shape that was chosen for ob-
servation and photographing had a very poor surface-area-to-volume ratio; 
and thus, the energy losses through the large uninsulated su r face area 
were much greater than would normally be expected. 
The second phenomenon which received scrutiny was the steepness 
of the temperature gradient in the area where the slipping column level-
ed out. It was first thought that the model might be sensitive to ther-
mal conductivity and thus, cause too much smoothing of the gradients 
that had appeared sharp in the test results. Additional computer solu-
tions indicated that thermal conductivity was insignificant for the 
length of time used in the tests. The slight deviation in slope may re-
sult from one of the assumptions made in the model. The column was 
assumed to enter the tank at a horizontal plane. As can be seen in 
Figures 8 through 10, the column does not enter as a plane having no 
vertical thickness, but as a band having a finite thickness. Figure 9 
shows how the dyed water dips deeper on the left than it does at the 
center of the tank. This momentum overshoot causes additional mixing 
as well as lateral entrainment. As can be seen from Curve 2 of Figure 
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22, lateral entrainment has the effect of steepening the vertical temp-
erature gradient. Additional entrainment below (o), which has been 
neglected, may account for the deviation. 
There are some areas in which the interested researcher can varify 
and improve the model. The author feels that a larger well-insulated 
tank with a better area-to-volume ratio and better plumbing would pro-
duce experiemental data that would compare even more exactly with the 
proposed partially stratified model pr edic tions, and that additional 
study of the entrainment process would be helpful. Entrainment rates, 
both above and below (o), could be examined in more detail. As the en-
trainment process is explained and improved, the model results can be 
made to approach the actual solution more closely. 
Many people find it feasible to sacrifice some degree of accuracy 
for a large measure of simplicity and convenience. There is a degen-
erate form of the pr opo s ed model which may be very useful for such 
application. It is obtained by assuming that the partially stratified 
model has an infinite entrainment rate which would correspond to com-
plete mixing in the region where entrainment takes place; that is, above 
( o ). Previously ( o ) was defined as the elevation where the side column 
temperature is equal to the adjacent tank temperature. The definition 
of the new ( o ) is similar but must be modified slightly because the 
side column temperature and the adjacent mixed tank temperature are the 
same. The new (o) would be defined as the elevation at which the temp-
erature of the completely mixed region is equal to the temperature of 
the completely stratified region below it. Assuming that the solid line 
in Figure 47 represents the temperature profile obtained from using 
actual entrainment rates, the dashed line would be the temperature 
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both above and below (o), could be examined in more detail. As the en-
trainment process is explained and improved, the model results can be 
made to approach the actual solution more closely. 
Many people find it feasible to sacrifice some degree of accuracy 
for a large measure of simplicity and convenience. There is a degener-
ate form of the proposed model which may be very useful for such applica-
tion. It is obtained by assuming that the partially stratified model has 
an infinite entrainment rate which would correspond to complete mixing in 
the region where entrainment takes place; that is, above (o). Previously 
(o) was defined as the elevation where the side column temperature is 
equal to the adjacent tank temperature. The definition of the new (o) 
is similar but must be modified slightly because the side column tempera-
ture and the adjacent mixed tank temperature are the same. The new (o) 
would be defined as the elevation at which the temper a ture of the com-
pletely mixed region is equal to the temperature of the completely 
stratified region below it. Assuming that the solid line in Figure 47 
represents the temperature profile obtained from using actual entrainment 
rates, the dashed line would be the temperature profile obtained by us-
ing the degenerate form of the model. Note that the degenerate model 
is slightly less accurate and gives more conservative results. 
The author recognizes that while some applications require extreme 
accuracy, others, less technical, require onl y reasona b l e numbers. The 
proposed partially stratified model and its degenerate form are signifi-
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The following four formulations are as outlined by H. Schlichting 
in his text, "Boundary Layer Theory". 
Laminar two-dimensional jet 
We shall adopt a system of coordinates with its origin in the slit 
and with its axis of abscissae coinciding with the jet axis. The jet 
spreads outward in the downstream direction owing to the influence of 
friction, whereas its velocity in the centre decreases in the same direc-
tion. For the sake of simplicity we shall assume that the slit is in-
finitely small; but in order to retain a finite volume of flow as well 
as a finite momentum, it is neces s2 =y to assume an infinite fluid velo-
city in the slit. The pressure gradient dp/dx in the x-direction can 
here be neglected because the constant pressure in the surrounding fluid 
impresses itself on the jet. Consequently, the total momentum in the x-
direction, denoted by J, must remain constant and independent of the dis-
tance x from the orifice. Hence 
(A-1) 
It is possible to make a suitable assumption regarding the velocity dis-
tribution if it is considered that the velocity profiles u (x,y), just as 
in the case of a flat plate at zero incidence, are most probably similar, 
because the problem as a whole possesses no characteristic linear dimen-
sion. We shall assume, therefore, that the velocity u is a function of 
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y/b, where bis the width of the jet, suitably defined. We shall also 
assume that bis proportional to xP. Accordingly, we can write the stream 
function in the form 
The two unk11own exponents p and q will be determined f rom the following 
conditions: 
1. The flux of momentum in the x-direction is independent of x, 
accordin g to equation (A-1). 
2. The acceleration terms and the friction term in equ a tion 
(A-2) are of th e same order of magnitude. 
This gives two equations for p and q: 
2p - q 
and hence, 
0 and 2p - 1 = p - 3q, 
1 





Consequently, the assumptions f or the ind epende nt ,, ariab le and for the 
str eam function can be written as 
n = __ 1-,----_L_ 
Jvl/2 x2/3 
~ = vl/2 xl/3 f(n) 
if suitable constant factors are included. Therefore, the velocity com-
ponents are given by the following expressions: 
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u = 1 f' (n); 
3xl/3 
(A-3) 
v = - ½ v112 x- 2/ 3 (f - 2nf') 
Introducing these values into the differential equation (A-2), and equat-
ing the pressure term to zero, we obtain the following differential equa-
tion for the stream function f (n): 
f 12 +ff"+ f"' = 0 (A-4) 
with t he boundary cond i tions v 0 and 3u / 3y = 0 at y = 0, and u = 0 
at y 00 • Thus, 
n = 0 : f = 0, f'' = 0; 
n = 00 : f' = o 
(A-5) 
The solution of equation (A-4) is une xpectedl y simple. Inte gr a t in g onc e 
we have 
ff'+ f" = 0 
The constant of inte gration is zero because of the boundary conditions 
at n = 0, and the resulting differential equation of the second order 
could be integrated immediately if the first term contained the factor 2. 
This can be a chieved by the follow i ng tr an s fo rma tion : 
~=an; f = 2 a F ( ~) , 
where a is a free co nstant to be determined later. Thus, the above 
equation transforms into 
F" + 2 FF'= 0 (A-6) 
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and the dash now denotes differentiation with respect to s . The bound-
ary conditions are 
s = 0 F = 0 00 F' 0, (A-7) 
and the equation can be integrated once more to give 
F' + F2 = 1, (A-8) 
where the constant of integration was made equal to 1. This follows if 
we put F' (O) = 1, which is permissible without loss of generality be-
cause of the free constant a in the relation between f and F. Equation 
(A-8) is a differ ential equation of Riccati's type an d can be integrated 
in closed terms. We obtain 
s =J. F 
. 0 
dF = l_ ln ~ ~ ! = 
1 - F2 2 
-1 
tanh F 
Inverting this equation we obtain 
F = tanh s = 1 - exp (-2 0 1 + exp (-20 (A-9) 
2 Since, further, dF/d s = 1 - tanh s , the velocity distribution can be 
deduced from equation (A-3) and is 
u = 2 a2 x-l/J (1 - tanh
2 s ) 
3 
(A-10) 
It now remains to determine the constant a, and this can be done 
with the aid of condition (A-1) which states that the momentum in the 
x-direction is constant. Combining equations (A-10) and (A-1) we 
obtain 
J = ~ P a3 
3 
2 2 
(1 - tanh s ) ds 




We shall assume that the flux of momentum, J, for the jet is given. It 
is proportional to the excess in pressure with which the jet leaves the 
slit. Introducing the kinematic momentum J/p = K, we have from equation 
(A-11) 
a= 0.8255 






(1 - tanh 2 ~), 
\!x 
1 









The transverse velocity at the boun dar y of the j e t is 
1 







and the volume-rate of discharge per unit height of slit becomes Q = 
-too f_
00 
u cly, or 
Q = 3.3019 (K v x)l/ 3 (A-14) 
The volume-rate of discharge increases in the downstream direction be-
cause fluid particles are carried away with the jet, owing to friction on 
its boundaries. It also increases with increasing momentum. 
Laminar circular jet 
The pressure can here be regarded constant, as in the two-dimension-
al case. The system of coordinates will be selected with its x-axis in 
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the axis of the jet, the radial distance being denoted by y. The axial 
and radial velocity components will be denoted by u and v, respectively. 
Owing to the assumption of a constant pressure, the flux of momentum in 
the direction of xis constant once more: 
2 
u y dy = canst. (A-15) 
In the adopted syst em of coordinates the equation of motion in the direc-
tion of x, under the usual boundary-layer simplifications, to gethe r with 
the equation of motion, can be writt en as 
au au 1 a au 
u + V = V (y ay ) , ax ay Y ay 
au + av+ X 
ax ay Y 
and the boundary conditions are 
y = 0 V = 0 









As before, the velocity profiles u (x,y ) can be assumed similar. The 
width of the jet will be taken to be proportional to xn, it being f urther 
assumed that 
with n = L 
n 
X 
In order to determine the exponents p and n we can use the same two con-
ditions as in the two-dimensional case. First, the momentum from equation 
(A-15) must be independent of x; and second, the inertia and frictional 
terms in equation (A-16a) must be of the same order of magnitude. Hence, 
p-2n au p-2n-l au 
u ~ x , ax ~ x , ay 
p-3n 1 a au p-4n 
x 'Y ay (y ay) ~ x 
Thus, the following two equations for p and n result: 
2p - 4n + 2n = 0; 2p - 4n - 1 = p - 4n, 
so that p = n = 1. Consequently, we may now put 
1./J = V X F (17) and 11 = y 
X 








Inserting these values onto equation (A-16a), we obtain the following 
equation for the stream function: 
FF' 
112 
FF" - -- = 
n 




(F" - ) n' 
FF' = F' - 17F" (A-19) 
The boundary conditions are u = u and v = 0 for y = O. It follows that 
m 
F' = 0 and F = 0 for 11 = 0. Since u is an even function of 11, F'/17 must 
be even, F' odd, and F even. Because of F (O) = 0, the constant term in 
the expansion of Fin powers of 17 must vanish. Thus, one constant of in-
tegration is determined. The second constant of integration, which can 
be denoted by y, can be evaluated as follows: If F (17) is a solution of 
equation (A-19), then F (y17) = F (~) is also a solution. A part solution 




which satisfies the boundary condition s 0 : F = 0, F' = 0, is given by 
s2 
F = -~--
1 + l s2 
4 
Hence, we obtain from equation (A-18), 
V = ~ y (dF !.) 




Here s = y y/ x , and the constant of inte gration y can now be determine d 
fr om the given value of momentum. 
From equation (A-15) we obtain for the momentum of the jet 
Fin ally, the above results can be expr e ssed in a form to cont a in only the 
ki nemat ic visco s it y , v, and the kinematic momentum K' = J/p. Thus, 
u = 3 K' 1 
8TT VX 2 
c1 + l s2 ) 
4 
s - l s3 
v = l_ , /1 VK' __ _ 4 __ 
4 Vi x 2 
c1 + l s 2) 
4 





The volume of flow Q = 2TTfo u y dy (volume per second), which in-
creases with the distance from the orifice, owing to the flow from the 
surroundings, is represented by the simple equation 
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Q = 8 TI \) X (A-24) 
This equation should be compared with equation (A-14) for the two-dimen-
sional jet. It is seen that, unexpectedly, the volume of flow at a given 
distance from the orifice is independent of the momentum of the jet, i.e., 
independent of the excess of pressure under which the jet leaves the ori-
fice. A jet which leaves under a large pressure difference (large velo-
city) remains narrower than one leaving with a smaller pressure differ-
ence (small velocity). The latter carries with it comparatively more 
stationary fluid in a manner to make the volume of the flow a t a giv-
en distance from the orifice equal to that in a faster jet, provided that 
the kinematic viscosity is t he same in both cases. 
Turbulent two-dimensional jet 
The rate of increase in the width of the jet is proportional to 
x , b - x . 
-1/2 The centre-line velocity U is proportional to x 
differential equation is 
U au+ V au= E ax ay 
The 
(A-25) 
which must be combi ned with the equation of continuity. The virtual 
kinematic viscosity is given by 
where U denotes the centre-line velocity. Denoting the centre-line velo-
city and the width of the jet at a fixed characteristic distances from 
the orifice by U and b , respectively, we may write 
s s 
1 
X - - X 
U = U (-) 2 · b = b -s s , s s 
Consequently, 
Further, we put 
E = E 
s 
1 
with E (~)2 
s s 
n = o Y 
X 
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= xl bs Us 
where o denotes a free constant. The equation of continuity is integrat-
ed by the use of a stream function~, which is assumed to be of the form 
Thus, 
u = u 
s 
~ = o-1 u s1/3 xl/2 F (n) 
s 
1 
2 F'. , v = o- 1 u s112 x-l/Z (nF' - l F) 
s 2 
On substituting into equation (A-25), we obtain the following differential 
equation for F (n): 
1 1 Es 2 
2 F' + 2 F F" + us o F" ' = o, 
s 
with the boundary conditions F = 0 and F' = 1 at n = 0, and F' 0 at 
n = 00 • Since Es contains the free constant x
1
, we may put 
(A-26) 
This substitution simplifies the proceedin g differential equation which 
can now be integrated twice, whence we obtain 
F2 = F' = 1 (A-27) 
This is exactly the same equation as that for the two-dimensional laminar 
jet, equation (A-8). Its solution is F = tanh V so that the velocity is 
u = U (x/s)-l/Z (1 - tanh 2 n). The characteristic velocity can be 
X 
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4 2 Hence, J = 3 p Us s/o. With J/p = K (kinematic momentum), 
we obtain the final form of the solution: 
u = 'il_ ✓ Ka (1 - tanh 2 n), 
2 X 
\/3 _/K 2 






The value of the single empirical constant a was determined experimentally 
to be 7.67. 
The expression for u can 
Q 







The width of the jet is proportional to x and the centre-line velo-
-1 
city U - x . Thus, the virtual kinematic viscosity becomes 
which means that it remains constant over the whole of the jet, as it 
was in the two-dimensional wake. Conse quentl y , the differential equa-
tion for the velocity distribution becomes formally identical with that 
for the laminar jet, it being only necessary to replace the kinematic 
viscosity, v, of laminar flow by the virtual kinematic viscosity, € , 
0 
of turbulent flow. It is, therefore, possible to carry over the solu-
tion for the laminar, circular-jet, equations (A-21) to (A-23). Intro-
ducing, once more, the constant kinematic momentum, K, as a measure of 
the strength of the jet, we obtain 
3 K 1 u =---
8TT E TT 2 
o (1 + ..!_ n2) 
4 
1 2 
{¾r.: n · ·-n = ..!_ l VK ___ 4 __ 
V 4 TT X 2 




n = ..!_ 1/l YK Y (A-JO) 
4 ~ TTE X 
0 
The empirical constant is now equal to {K/E0. According to the measure-
ment performed by H. Reichardt, the width of the jet is gi ve n by bl / Z = 
0.0848 x. With n = 1.286 at u =½ um we have bl/ Z = 5.27 x E
0






On the other hand we have 




= 0.0256 bl/Z U 
where, as before, bl/Z denotes half the width at half depth. 
The mass of fluid carried at a distance x from the orifice can be 
calculated from equation (A-24). 
obtain 
Ins e rtin g the above value for E , we 
0 




An explicit forward difference technique was used to obtain numeri-
cal solutions. The partials in equation (8) were replaced as follows: 




oT T (I,J) - T (I - l,J) 
-::::: ox 6x 
l'!:_ ::::: T (I, J + 1) - T (I,J) 
at tt 
Upon substitution an expression for T (I,J + 1) is obtained. 
T (I,J + 1) T (I,J) [l - 2 (:~~) + ~T (A~1x) - HP (A~~p)] + 
(A-32) 
The I subscript is for position and the J subscript is for time. 
Equation (9) can be expanded and modified as follows: 
. . 
3m m (I,J) - rn (I - l,J) 
C C C --= 
ax 6x 
3T T (I+ l,J) - T (I,J) 
C C 
~ = _____ 6._x _____ _ 
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(I+l,J) = {T (I,J) - T 
C 
m cr,J) - m cr-1,J) 
(I,J)} [_c ______ c ____ ] + T (I J) 
m (I,J) ' 
C 
(A-33) 
The tank mass flow rate,~• was replaced by its appropriate function of 
m. The column mass flow rate was replaced by either equation (5) for 
C . 
the circular case, or m added to equation (7) for the two-dimensional 
0 
case. The mass flow rate in equation (A-32) depends upon where the temp-
erature is being determined (above or below o). The indicies in equa-
tions (A-32) and (A-33) need to be modified at the first and last tank 
nodes to avoid "invalid index" proble ms. 
The three pro grams to follow were used to obtain the solutions 
plotted in the text. The first program is for the two-dimensional jet 
case, using a modified form of equ a t io n ( 7) to ca l culate the appropriate 
mass flow rates. The second program is for the circular jet case, using 
equation (5) to calculate the appropriate mass flow rates. In the first 
two programs only constant inlet conditions are used. The third pro-
gram allows the inlet temperature to vary. Tabular inlet conditions are 
used with linear interpolation between points. 
The energy stored in the walls is partially accounted for in the 
third program. The thermal diffusivity is multiplied by a constant de-
fined as follows: 
1 
p A c 
1-~~~ 
p A C 
p 
where the s subscript refers to the struct ur a l components. 
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The emphasis of the work completed was to develop a model and not 
perfect a computer program. A stability analysis was not performed. 
Forward difference numerical solutions are stable only for small enough 
step sizes. These programs were used strictly as an aid and are not 
intended to be the goal. Had a sophisticated program been the goal, 
implicit meth ods would have been used. Many of the implicit methods are 
always stable. 
PROGRAM NO. 1 
i PESE T F PEE 
FIL E 1 =F PO FI LE , C:J IT= [I 5l{f' J'.\ CY-:, PE CO PL = 14, ELO CK I.JC= 15 
FILE 2=FLOTD.P ,T?..1 l"'.JIT=LISXFAC K, PE CO?I>= 14 , EL O CK I 'JG= 15 
C 
C 
C N:..J = :,J l; .-'I EEF. 0 F >JO LES 
C N T = 0J l': 1 E EP O F TI i1 E ST EP S 
C C>! = M A5 S ADDITI ON TO COL P1>J 
C DEL T .?;". = Y G F1 I D SF AC I >J G 
C D EL T P.T = T L-1 E ST E? S I Z E 
C T Y = T H E P:1 PL CO ~.J DU CTI VI TY O F ST OF AG E L I G' U I [, 
C CP = SPECIFIC HEAT OF STOPP .GE Lirt..:I[. 
C A= C POSS -SECTIO :JtL .P.PEA OF STOPAGE T A\J K 
C l-.1 = L E\J G TH O F SLIT 
C S = T..i I [, T H O F SL I : 
C ; 1 l ' = V I S CO S I TY I '.J L E F- S EC I FT q: l 1 .P. P ED 
C P'.·1C = :1ASS P~O V P.C-.T E c o: -1I N G [;01/ '.',J SII::E COLt !W,J 
C ?: ,J7E = :-1?.SS FL'.) t,: P.f'.,TE CJ TOF 5ECTIO ' J OF T A' ll { 
C p;1 = M P.55 FLOT / PA TE E:'.JTEPWG Tfc'H< (L l?t-1/HOt '!=') 
C TI '.'J = TF1FEPt-.T UP E OF I :.JCO:H N G 1.,rATEP 
C X L E~J = H E I G H T O f T A\J K I ~J F Z ET 
C 
C 
[I >l BJSIO ,\J T( 2f l, 2(2; 1), TC(2Cl, 2C !), T i'l<2/Z l) 
P:·1C( I)= Pi·1+ 0 625Ll* :' CF T< P.I:S ( f-i1**2"'DELTA'(*(I- l)/ S )) 
DPHO ( GI F F )=-. eee01 eSLJ*[, I fr** 2+ • ee, 1672* [, ! Ff+ 62 ° 532 
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1,F IT c.<6 ,/) 'I ~JP l:T f'PO FIL E CJ'.lTA SOt'FC L !=FILL S= TELETY:FE ' 
P E.AD < 5., / ) M I 
I f (i1 I• EC• 1) GO TO 7 
~.; F I TE < 6 ,/) 'I: \JF-l"T N>J ( :.JL1E:EP OF :JOI: ·ES)' 
7 P EP.DC! I, / Y·H 
I F( t11. EQ. 1) GO T O 8 
1,i F ITE( 6 ,/) 'I :.J~U T T<I, 1) I= l, :'-JN ' 
8 P EAD ( :1 I,/) <T<I, D,I=l, NN ) 
P.H.'H D 1 
2 11! PIT E( 6, /) 'E\J 0 l ' T TK, CP, ?HO , P.J XL E:',J~ ::, W' 
P EP.D( 5, /) T K, C?, PHO, p,., X L E,;,J., S, t,r 
DEL T f'Y.=X L E~J/ ( N/v- 1) 
2 ' .. 1 F. ITE< 6 ,/) 'I ;J~L:T CELT < D J l1I:vUTES) A\JL '.\JT <TI ME N ODES)' 
PEACC5,/) DELT,:JT 
DEL T P.T = D EL T / 6 0. 
L.I WP1TE(6,/) 'I:J PlJ T PM P.ND TIN' 
READ( 5, /) PM , TIU 
5 1,,· HI T EC 6, / ) ' I NF lJ T T Pi·! B, H, P ' 
P EAD < 5, / ) T AM E, H, F 
AL FHP .= TK/( P HO*C?) 
AT X= A.. P:-iA* C-EL TAT/ ( DEL T PX** 2) 
T P.PX = D EL TAT/ < A* PHO* DEL T t,X ) 
H F T= H* P * D EL T AT / C P.H O* A* C P) 
LO 1 0 0 J = I, :J T 
T CC 1, J) = TL 'J 
DO 20 I= l, '-JN 
DIFF=TCC 1, J)-TC 1, J) 
DI FFP= DPHO C DI FF) 
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T CC I + 1, J ) = CT C I., J) * C f\ 1 CC I+ 1 ) - ~:-1 CC I ) ) +TC C I., J) * PH CC I ) ) I H1 C < I + 1 ) 
I F < T C< I ., J) - TC I ., J ) ) 1 e, 3 IZ, 3 0 
1 0 C Q~,J T I:J t1 E 
2 e co:\J THJ t:E 
3 e :-J CF I T= I 
I r C I • GT. 1) ~,! CP I T= I - 1 
IF<I.GT.NN) ~JC'PIT= :J'\J 
C 
C CPI TIC AL ~JO DE 
C 
T <N CP I T., J + 1 ) = T CC iJ C? I T., J) 
C 
C T O? O F T.?NI< ( AE0 1J E CPITICJ'.cL NOLD 
C 
DO LJ0 K= 1, :·JCFIT-2 
I= :,JCP I T- K 
I F < I • L [. 1) GO 'TO LI 0 
P~·1 TE= FM- ~1-1 CC I) 
TC!, J+ l)=T<I,J)*< 1.- 2•*ATY-H P T+P:-1TE*TP.P X ) 
& +TC I+ 1, J) *< P.TX-TA.t: ·~(*F 11TD+T( I- 1, J)*P .TX+HFT*T.P .MB 
L:0 CO'-JTINUE 
C 
C E OTT0 '.1 OF TP.:-11( CE ELO V CP ITIC?L :JOCE) 
C 
I::O 5 e I = !'J C P. I T + 1., >J :SJ - 1 
I F< I • GE• N '-J ) GO TO 5 0 
Fl•1 TE= F,1 
TCI, J+- l)=T(I,J)*( l•-2•*A TX- P \ lT E* TA "PX-E P :)+T(l+ l,J)*P.T X + 
& TCI- l,J)*( ?.TX+T APX*P MTD+TP l·l E*HFT 
TC< I., J+ 1) = T< I., J+ 1) 
5 0 CO:JTIN UE 
C 
C TOP N O [ 'E 
C 
I= 1 
P:-1T E= n :1- F':1 CC I) 
T (I., J+- I ) = T <I., J) * ( l • - 2• * ATX+ P 1·! TE* T .C.?X- H FT)+ T< I+ 1, J) * ( 2 • * AT:'<'. 
& -R i·1TE*TA PX) 
C 
C BO TT 0 :-1 NO DE 
C 
I='-JN 
TC!, J+ D=TCI,J)*( ! 0 -2•*ATX-TA:=:X*~'.1-H~T)+TCI- J.,J)*<2•*ATY 
& + T P.~X*P 11 )+T A1 B+:HPT 
T C,( I ., J+ 1 ) = T< I ., J+ 1 ) 
99 
100 CONTINUE 
60 W PITE< 6,/) •~ PO FILE= 1, PPO~EPTIE5=2, CELTAT .P.:\!D NT=3, ?M P..11\J\) 
\ TIN='--!., 
& H A:J D T PM E= 5, FPINT Cl 'PV E= 6' 
READC5,/) :J fLP _G 
G O T O C 1, 2., 3, ti., 5, 6 > \l FL J'.l_ G 
6 W F.ITEC6,I> 'HJPUT THIE OF DESIPEC Ct:~VE IN MINCTES' 
F ft._C C 5, /) T 1.1 E 
NC= l+TIME/DELT 
I F(:JC• GT. ~JT) WRITE( 6., /) 'TH1EGPEATE P THA\J TEST TIME' 
I FU C• G1"• t'JT) GO TO 6 
DO 7 0 I = 1, :'1 :J 
7 0 WRITE< 6,/) TC !, '.'JC)., TCCI,'.'JC) 
GO TO 60 
5 TOP 
E :J [ , 
PROGRAM NO. 2 
!;; P ES ET F F. EE 
FILE l=PPOFILE2, l,'"'.'JIT= L;IS KPACK , ;'.{ECOP[:= llJ, ELOCK i i'JG= 15 






;J N = N l 1>1 E EP OF >JO LES 
'.'J T = N l' .'1 E ER O F T I:1 E S T E:=: S 
C:·l = MASS J'.1.C [I TI O~J TO COL L1N 
C DELTP.X = X GPID SPACUJG 
C D EL T P.T = T I >l E S T E'F S I Z E 
C TK = $THE? t1.C.L CO '.'J[l'CTIVIT':' Of STOPP.GE LIC'l .1ID 
C CF= SPECIFIC HEPT OF STOP.AGE LICllIL 
C A= CPOSS-SECTIO :JPL AREA Of STOFAGE TPiJE 
C W = L E.\J G TI-I O f SL I T 
C S = W I D TH O f SL I T 
C ML' = V ISCOSITY I '.·J LE ,f-SEC/FT SCU'..FEL 
C P i1C = MJ:tSS FLOW PATE CO. ILJG [0 1A~-J SIDE COLt: t•E\J 
C p: ,JTE = MASS FL0 1..: PP.TE 1:-J TOF SECTIO ~J Of Ti-c}JK 
C PM = MASS FLO 1,.; ?I-.T E E'J TE? I NG T f:,\JK < L El,J/HO re) 
C T l:'J = T L1P EPP>.Tl.iP E OF L'J C U:1 I:J G t.,'?. T EF 
C XLE :-J = nE I GHT OF TP.i\JK I :-J FEET 
C 
C 
D 1:1 EN SI 0 .'J T < 2 e 1., 2e 1)., TC< 2 e 1, 2 f 1 ) , TM< 2 e 1 ) 
PM C C I ) = :1I-1 * C • 32 * DEL TA".* C I - 1 ) / r::+ 1 • ) 
100 
T.J FIT EC 6, /) 'HJ F'UT FPO FILE CPTA SOUP CL 1= FIL b 5= TEL ET':'FE' 
P E.P. CC 5., / ) M I 
If< i·ll• EC• 1) GO TO 7 
1:J F I T E C 6., I) ' I wr UT N iJ C ,Jr: 1 E ET-' 0 f :\J O DES ) ' 
7 PE ALC :'11, 1m :--1 
I FC:-11• EG:• l) GO TO 8 
':.' PI TEC 6 ,/) ' l'J'Fl 1T TC I, 1) I= 1, :-J:\J ' 
8 PEADC:11 , /) CTCI, D,I= 1, >J:J> 
P n .11:'J L 1 
2 1.._r FIT EC 6, /) 'L 'J ~TT T}<, C!=', PHO, r-,., YL f: ,J., [ : ' 
?EA[;( 5., I) TK, CP, PHO, t,_., YL EN, C 
CELT I¥. =YLE iJ/ CNN- l) 
3 W R I TEC 6 ,/) 'I NPUT DELT ( DJ MI.'-Jl .. :ES) t-J'JC NT <TI ME '.'JOCE5)' 
?EP>.DC 5,/) DtLT,NT 
DEL T P.T = C EL T / 6 e • 
4 \·.TFU T EC 6, / ) ' rn F' l 1T PA PN D TI :J ' 
P EA D < 5., / ) PM ., T IN 
5 WR I T EC 6, / ) ' L-J F CT T f,H b H, :r ' 
~E.ADC5,/) TP ~·1E,H,F 
J'.I.L FHP>.= 11{ / C PHO* CF) 
ATX= IL PH.fl.* CELT P>.T I< LEL TAX'** 2) 
T ff,x =DEL T P..T I< A* PHO* CELT P>X) 
HFT= H* P* DEL TAT/ C ?HO* A* CF) 
DO 1 00 J= 1, NT 
T CC 1 > J ) = TI .'J 
101 
DO 2 e I= 1., :J:'J 
T C< I + 1 ., J ) = C T C I ., J ) * C P :1 C < I + 1 ) - ~ M C < I ) ) + T C < I ., J ) * PM C ( I ) ) / FM C C I + 1 ) 
I F CT cc 1., J) - TC I., J) ) 1 e .. 3 e .. 3 e' 
1 0 CO:-JTINUE 
2 0 CONT LJ t.;E 
3 0 !'J Q=> IT= I 
I F CI • GT O l) N C? IT= I - 1 
I F CI • GT• :-J:-J ) ~J C FIT= '.'JiJ 
C 
C c:=;ITICflL NOC·E 
C 
TGJ CF.IT., J+ 1) = TCC'.'JC P I T., J) 
C 
C TOF OF TP:JK C?.EOVE CPITICPJ... :JOCU 
C 
DO LJ 0 K = J., :\J C? IT- 2 
I= :JC~IT-K 
I FC I • L E. 1) GO TO L.J e 
P:1 TE= R:1- FM CC I) 
T C I ., J+ 1 ) = TC I ., J ) * C 1 • - 2 • * A TX - HP T + 0 M T E * : .P. :C:V )
& + T ( I + 1., J ) * C AT :V: - T t.?1/' * ~ :-1 T D + T C I - 1., J ) * AT Y + H P: * T .C,M E 
L.J0 CO'..JTUL'E 
C 
C E O TT O: l O F T p.:,.JK ( EE L '.JV CP I TI C .CL :-JO CU 
C 
LO 5 0 I= ·J CRI T+ 1., :J:-J- 1 
If<I.GE 0 :J\J) GO TO SC 
p ;,J TE= :0:1 
T <I., J+ 1 ) = TC I, J ) * < 1 • - 2 0 * t.. T"'- Pi 1T E* TA f'X - Hr T) + TC I + !, J) * P TY+ 
& T<I-1.tJ)*< AT~+TP.?X*F'- lTE)+T f,lE*H:F' T 
T CC I., J+ 1 ) = TC I, J+ 1) 
5 0 CO:J TLJ CE 
C 
C TOP :\J OLE 
C 
I= 1 
?..1 TE= P:1 - ~:1 CC I ) 
T <I., J + I) = T < J., J ) * ( 1 • - 2° * ATX + F:•IT E* T J'.'1:'X- Hf' T) + T< I + 1, J) * < 2 • * A TX 
& - P:1 THT /:PX) 
C 
C E O TT 0.'1 t-J O CE 
C 
I = >1.\J 
T ( I ., J+ 1 ) = T C I, J ) * ( 1 • - 2° * A TX - T APX * PM- HF T) + T < I - 1, J ) * ( 2 • * fl. :X 
& + T APX*P. 11) + T J'.M E*H?T 
T CC I, J+ 1 ) = TC I ., J+ 1) 
l e e, C OtJ T IiJ t.: E 
60 W PITEC6.,/)''FPOFILE=l, FPOPEPTIES=2, DELTAT A\JD NT=J., PM /IND\ 
\ TI ~J=4.. 
& H NJDTA :1E=S., F:'PJT CUFVE=6' 
102 
REP.DC 5., /) :sJ FLJ:,.G 
G O TO C 1., 2., 3., 4, ::, 6) ;.J FL .AG 
6 WF ITEC 6,/) '! :FUT TI:-1E OF LE5IFED CCF.\7E L •J MI,HJTE5' 
R EA DC 5., / ) T I 11 E 
NC= l+TL1E/CELT 
I FCJC. G':'.:.JT) V:' ITEC 6, I) 'TI MEGPEP. .'TEP THJ'.-i'J TEST TIME' 
I F< tJC. GT 0 :.JT) GO TO 6 
DO 7 e I = 1, >J :.J 
7 0 ,_.; F I T EC 6, / ) T C I ., :'J C) ., T CC I ., :.J C ) 
GO TO 6e. 
5 T OF 
E l'J C 
103 
PROGRAM NO. 3 
100 $ RESET FREE 
102 FILE 1= PROFILE, UN IT= DI SKPACK1 P.ECO RC= l Lu BLOCKING= 15 
104 FILE 2=PLOTDATAI lNIT=DISKPACK1 P.ECORD= !Lu BLOCKING= 15 
106 C 
108 C 













































NT= NUMBER OF TIME STEPS 
DEL TAX = X GRID SPACING 
DELTAT = TIME STEP SIZE 
TK = THEFMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF STOPP.GE LIQUID 
CP = SPEC! FI C HEAT OF STORAGE LIQUID 
A= CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA OF STORAGE T.ANK 
W = LENGTH OF SLIT 
S = TJ I D TH O F SL I T 
D = DitMETER OF INLET PORT 
NCP1SE = 1 FOR ENTRAINMENT OR 0 FOR COMPLETELY STRATIFIED 
R1C = MASS FLOvl RATE COMING DO\\N SI CE COLUMN 
RMTE = MASS FLOW RATE IN TOP SECTION OF TA!\JK 
RM = MASS Fl.OW RATE ENTERING T.ANK CL R1/HOUR) 
TIN<K) = Til1PERATURE OF INCOMING WATER 
TTINCK) = TIME AT WHICH TIN(K) IS GIVEN IN NINUTES 
XLEN = HEIGHT OF T.ANK IN FEET 
DIM EN SI ON TC 501 402)1 TC( 501 .402)1 TIN< 50)1 TTIN < 50)., ™ IX< 402) 1 
&TOP< 402) 
RM CC I)= PM+N CASE*• 6254* SQRT( ABSC FiM** 2* DEL TAX* CI- 1) /( S* 'W))) 
WRITE( 61 I) 'IN PUT PROFILE DATA SO URGE, 1= FIL E'J 5= TELETYPE' 
READ( 51 I) MI 
IF<MI• EQ. 1) GO TO 7 
WRITE( 61 /)'INPUT NN <NUI'1BER OF NODES)' 
7 READCM I.,/ )NN 
IFCMI• EQ• 1) GO TO 8 
WRITEC61/) 'INPUT TCI., J) I= l1NN' 
8 READCMI1 /) - C TC 11 1 )., I= 11 NN) 
REVIN D 1 
WRITEC6.,I) 'INPUT NTINCNLMBER OF TEMP POINTS)' 
RE.ADC 51 /) N TIN 
WRITE(6.,I) 'INPUT TTINCK) {MIN) A!\Jf; TINCK)' 
DO 9 K= J., N'T'IN 
READ( 51 /) TTIN CK)., TIN CK) 
TTIN CK)= TTIN CK)/ 60• 
9 CONTINUE 
2 WRI TEC 61 /) 'IN PUT TK1 CP1 RHO., tv XL El'J., 5., W' 
RE.ADC 5., /) TK1 cp., PJi01 Al XL El'J., S1 lJ 
DELTAX=XLEN/CNN- 1) 
3 'WRITEC61/) 'INPUT DELT CIN MINUTES) PND NT <TIME NODES)' 
READ( 5., I) bEL T1 NT 
DEL TAT= DEL Tl 60• 




















































READ( 5., /) RM.1 N CASE 
5 WR! TEC 6.1 I) 'IN PUT TPM B., H.1 P' 
READ( 5., /) 1'.PMB., H.1 P 
AL PH A= TK / C RHO* C P) * 1 • 2 3 
ATX= ALPHA* DEL TAT/ C DEL TAX** 2) 
TARX= DEL TAT/< A* RHO* DEL TAX) 
HPT=H*P* DEL TAT/< RHO*A* CP) 
TI1IX< l)=TINC 1) 
TOP< D= TIN< 1) 
1 5 DO 10 0 J= l.1 NT 
TIME-= DEL TAT* CJ- 1) 
DO 11 K= l.1NTIN- 1 
I F C TIM E• GE• T TIN ClO • AN D• TI M E• L E• TT IN CK+ 1 ) ) K E.= K 
11 CONTINUE 
104 
TO= C TIN CKE+ 1)- TIN CKE> >*<TIME- TTIN CKE) > / C TTIN CKE+ 1) -
&TTIN CKE))+ TIN CKE) 
TOPCJ+ l)=TO?CJ) * C l•-R-1*CP*DELTAT/• 06-H*DELTAT*• 347)+ 
& TO* C FM* CP* DEL TAT/• 06) + T.AM E* CH* DEL TAT*• 34 7) 
TCC 1., J>= TOPCJ+ 1> 
24 CONTINUE 
TI1 I X < J + 1 ) = C DEL TAT * FM / ( P.H O * A* XL EN ) ) * C - 1M I X C J ) + TC C 1" J ) ) + TM I X C J ) 
DO 20 I= l.1NN 
TC C ! + 1., J) = C TC I., J) * C F!-'l CC I+ 1 ) - RM CC I ) ) + TC C I., J) * FM CC I > ) / FM CC I + I ) 
I F C TC C I , J ) - TC I ., J ) ) 1 0.1 3 0, 3 0 
10 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 
30 NCR! T= I 
IFCI•GT• 1) NCRIT=I-1 
I FC I• GT•NN > N CRI T=NN 
CRITICAL NODE 
I FCN CRI T• EQ. 1) GO TO 35 
GO TO 36 
35 TC 1,J+ l>=TC 1.,J)*( 1.-ca-1cc l>*TARX+0*H/CRHO*CP*DELT.AX))*2• )+ 
&TCCN CRI T, J) * C H1 CCN CRI T) * TARX* 2• ) + TAM B* 2• * 0*H/ C RHO* CP* DEL TAX> 
GO TO 37 
36 TCNCRIT1J+ D=TCNCRIT.,J)*C l•-RMCCNCRIT)*TARX)+TCCNCRIT.1J) 
&* FM CCN CR! T> * TAF.X 
37 CONTINUE 
TOP OF T.ANK <ABOVE CRITICAL NOI:E) 
I FCN CR! T• EQ• 1> GO TO 45 
DO 40 K= l.1 N CRI T- 2 
I=N CR! T-K 
IFCI•LE• l> GO TO 40 
R--1 TE= RM- R1 CC I) 
TCI.,J+ l)=TCI.,J)*C l•-2•*ATX-HPT+FMTE*TAF.X> 














































BOTTOM OF TJ:NK <BELOW CRITIC.AL NODE> 
45 CONTINUE 
DO 50 I=N CRI T+ 11 NN- 1 
I FC I • GE• NN > GO TO 5 0 
R1TE=R1 
105 
T ( I., J + 1 ) = T ( I ., J ) * ( 1 • - 2 • * A TX- RM TE* T ARX- H PT> + TC I + 1., J ) * A TX+ 
& TC I - l I J ) * C A TX+ T ARX * R1 TE) + T A'1 B* H PT 
TC< 11 J+ 1>= TC 11 J+ 1) 
50 CONTINUE 
TOP NODE 
I FCN CRI T• EO• 1) GO TO 98 
I= 1 
RMTE=RM-RMCCI) 
TC I I J + 1 ) = TC I I J ) * C 1 • - 2 • * A TX+ RM TE* T ARX- H PT* C 1 + A/ C DEL TAX* P) ) ) 
&+ TC I+ 11 J) * C 2• * ATX- RM TE* TARX) + T.AM B*HPT* C l+ A/ C DEL TAX * P)) 
BOTTOM NODE 
98 CON TINUE 
I=NN 
TC I ., J + 1) = TC I., J > * C 1 • - 2 • * A TX- T ARX * RM - H PT* C 1 + A/ C DEL TAX* P) ) ) 
&+ TC I - 11 J ) * ( 2• * A TX+ T ARX * RM ) + T .AM B* H PT* C 1 + A/ ( DEL TAX* P) ) 
TC< 11 ,J+ 1)= TC 1., J+ I> 
100 CONTINUE 
60 'WP.I TE( 61 /) 'PRO Fl LE= 1., PRO PERT I ES= 2., DEL TAT AND NT= 3" RM AND\ 
\ TIN= 4., 
& H PN D TJ'.111 E= 51 PRI N T CURVE= 6' 
READ( 51 I> N FLAG 
GO TO <112..314.,516) NFLAG 
6 'WRI TEC 61 /) 'IN PUT TIME OF DESI RED CURVE IN MINUTES' 
READ< 51 I> PTIM E 
NC= 1+ PTIM E/ DEL T 
I F(N C. GT•N T> 'WRITE< 61 /) 'TIM EGREATER TH.AN TEST TIME' 
IFCNC•GT•NT> GO TO 6 
DO 70 I= l1NN 
70 T,,JRITE(6.,/) TCI1NC)1TCCI1NC> 
'WRITE< 61 I> TI1 IX CN C) 
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